European Outsider Art Association
CONFERENCE E-QUALITY 2019 IN STOCKHOLM

The program might be subject to changes

Ongoing events:

Resumed Evolving Performance
Anders Wettler Artist, Inuti, SE

PortraitsUntold: live portrait sittings celebrating diversity and what makes us all human
Tanya Raabe-Webber Artist, UK

Mennesket under hatten/ Human beneath the hat
Various artists, Gaia Museum Outsider Art, DK

Timetable

Friday 24th May

9.30am  Registration at ‘Helio Pulitzer’
Rålambsvägen 17, Kungsholmen, Stockholm
www.helio.se/sv/kungsholmen/motesrum/kungholmen-horsal-pulitzer

10.00am  Welcome
Hanna Björklund Artist, Magnus Östling Artist, Anneli Aaltonen Krantz Artistic Director, Inuti, SE

10.15am  Introduction to EOA
Thomas Röske Chair of the EOA

10.30am  Introduction to Inuti and the conference
Kenneth Helén Director of Inuti, Eva Olofsson Art instructor, Marianne Schmidt Artist, Charlotte Erlandson Artist, Buster Hollingworth Artist, Inuti, SE

11.00am  Break

11.15am  Considerations on Quality and Equality in Outsider Art
Thomas Röske Director of the Prinzhorn Collection, DE
12.00pm  Artist presentation
Jens Nilsson, Inuti, SE

12.15pm  ‘Outsider art in Russia. The role of sociocultural projects’
Olga Fominykh Head of ‘ANO Outsiders’, RU

1.00pm  Lunch at the restaurant Lux
(provided) 10 minutes walk
www.luxdagfordag.se/en

2.00pm  Visit to the studio Inuti Lilla Essingen
Primusgatan 114, Stockholm
Weesst! Performance by Kristoffer Ekelund & Jan-Albert Carlsson, Inuti, SE

3.00pm  Panel Discussion ‘The Artist in Interaction’
Panel lead by Marc Steene Outside In, UK
• Päivi Lilja/Minna Haveri Kettukki, FI
• Frits Gronert Herenplaats, NL
• Creative Minds, UK
• Art Instructor, Inuti, SE
• Hugo Karlsson, Inuti, SE

4.00pm  Good questions – Ethical thinking in art activity in supported studios
Minna Haveri and Päivi Lilja Kettuki, FI

4.45pm  Break

5.00pm  Private paradise of Emil Milan Grguric
Film and speech by collector Pavel Konecný, CZ

5.25pm  Art and the lives of people with learning disabilities
Karen Flood Consultant and Gus Garside National coordinator, Creative Minds, UK

6.00pm  Presentation of TRAVEL AGENCY : INNER JOURNEY
Mike Inglis Artist, UK and Inuti Artists, SE

6.30pm  Finishing remarks

6.45pm  Opening of TRAVEL AGENCY : INNER JOURNEY
at Inuti Galleri, Rålambsvägen 12, Stockholm
Visit to the studio Inuti Västerbroplan (next door)
www.inuti.se/info/inuti-galleri

20.00pm  Close
Saturday May 25th

Conference day in the city of Sala, 118 km from Stockholm

9.00am  Bus from Stockholm City Hall 'Stadshuset', Hantverkargatan 1, 111 52 Stockholm

10.45am  Little Istanbul 'Lilla Istanbul'
Visit to the site specific work of Jan-Erik Svennberg, Annedal
Workshop ‘Build a bell tower’ and coffee break, with Little Istanbul’s Friends

12.30pm  Bus to Aguélimuseet, Vasagatan 17, Sala

1.00pm  Lunch in Sala, personal choice (not provided)

1.45pm  Aguélimuséet, Vasagatan 17, Sala
Presenting the Artist Ivan Aguéli
Johanna Byström Sims Curator at Aguelimuseet, SE

2.00pm  Speech (Art Fairs : What goes into creating cultural events with a global reach)
Becca Hoffman Director of the Outsider Art Fair, USA

2.45pm  Presenting the artists Marianne Schipaanboord and Karhang Mui
Iris de Maaker and Hetty Schaart Atelier de Kaai, NL

3.30pm  Break

3.45pm  Panel Discussion 'Living Collections’
Panel lead by Thomas Röske Director of the Prinzhorn Collection, DE
• Anne-Marie Atkinson Manchester Metropolitan University and Venture Arts, UK
• Dr. Cheryl McGeachan Art Extraordinary Collection, Scotland/UK
• Kate Davey Step up coordinator, Outside In, UK
• Nina Roskamp and Bertold Schmidt-Thomé, Geysö20, DE
• Hanna Björklund Artist, Anneli Aaltonen Krantz Artistic Director, representative of Inuti Collection, SE

4.45pm  Artist presentation
Ellinor Tingåker Inuti, SE

5.00pm  Characteristics and legal dimensions of the art of Geysö20
Nina Roskamp and Bertold Schmidt-Thomé, Geysö20, DE

5.30pm  Finishing remarks

5.45pm  Opening of the exhibition ‘Nordic Outsider Craft’
6.30pm  10th Anniversary of EOA celebrations (Dinner provided)

9.45pm  Bus to Stockholm

11.30pm  Arrival at Stockholm. Close

(Train from Sala to Stockholm departure at 3pm, 5pm and 7pm)

Sunday May 26th

9.30am  Visit to Studio Inuti Kungsholmen, Parmmatargatan 1, Kungsholmen

10.00am  Artist presentation
          Jenny Marcus, Inuti, SE

10.15am  EOA Annual General Assembly

11.45am  Break

12.00am  Finishing remarks. Close